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Its poybock time now
- the inougurotion of ihe octrirLs of au-KBc cenrre

SPB. Choron inouguroting MITAFEST - 2000

Should we nd to say "fhe right mon for the right occosion".
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Phone : 2351445
Gram : ANNATECH

Fax : 9l -44-235 0397

E-mail : knidhi@annauniv.edu

Prof. A. KALANIDHt
Vice- Chancellor

Anna University
Chenr ai-600 025

JUNE 2K

N,[IIESS/SGIE

I am happy to note that MIT is bringing out an annual magazine MITMAG

from the Athenaeum of MIT Campus.

Anna University by virtue stood as a pioneer in imparting Technical Education.

Efforts are on to attain globalleadership position in academics, due importance

has been given to all niche areas to strengthen and uplift the cultural heritage

of the University. Towards this, the contributions of MIT is noteworthy especially

the AU-KBC Centre video-conferencing and campus networking facilities. I

would like to mention the generous support of Mr.K.B.Chandrasekhar an

alumnus of Madras lnstute of Technology. Mr.Chandrasekhar, the Chairman

and Co-Founder of Exodus Communications, USA, donated a sum of Rs.2.5

Crores to MIT for the establishment of AU-KBC Centre for lnternet & Telecom

Technologies, etc. The above facilities will bring MIT very close to the Main

Campus. Anna University is joining hands with many Nationaland lnternational

Agencies for the benefit of staff and students to keep abreast with latest

technologies available across the globe.

I wish to convey my Best Wishes to all on the happiest occasion

j Y\rlry*^
A. Kalanidhi

VICE CHANCELLOR

ll
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Phone : 2351723
Gram : ANNATECH

Dr. S. GAIIIAPATHY

Registrar

Anna University
Chennai-600 025

6.6.2000

NBMSSAGM

I am happy to learn that the Madras lnstitute of Technology is bringing the
2000 annual magazine MITMAG 2000. This institute has passed their the

Golden Jubilee year recently. Started from a humble beginning, this lnstitute
has progressed over the years fulfilling the vision of the Founder. At this
juncture, I recall with reverence the leadership given by successive Vice-

Chancellors and Directors in steering the MlTto achievethis levelof excellence.

Also to be recalled with happiness is the significant contribution made by its

distinguished alumini and the hard working faculty. The support rendered by

lndustries, Government and Funding Agencies have throughout been a major

source of strength to this lnstitute.

ln this era of competition, the alumni of Madras lnstitute of Technology have

made a significant mark in whatever profession they are in; a good number

among them managing key positions inlndia and abroad. This aspect should

serve as a source of lnspiration to the students of the present and future.

I also recall with pleasure my 20 long years of service at MIT campus of this

University; which I would cherish for many more years further.

a

Wishing allthe best

Dr. S. GANAPATHY



Phone : 236 8850

236 8852

236 8833

236 8403 (Dirl

Fax : 091 -0114-236 8403

E-mail : mit@md2.vsnl.net.in

Chromepet, Chennai - 600 044.

Dr. S. REIIIGANATHAIII

Dean

Anna Universi
Chennai-600 025
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I am happy to learn that the annual magazine of MIT for the Millenieum 1999-

2000 (MITMAG 2000) is being enthusiastically brought out by the students.

This annual issue containing reports on the activities of the different

departments, students associations and the achievements of the students in

curricular, sports and co-curricular activities would serve as a concise and

easily accessible source of historical data. This issue is special in the sense

that it comes out during Millenieum year, when MIT has been adjudged as the

best Engineering college by the ISTE by awarding Bharatiya Vidya Bhavan

Award for the overall best performance by an Engg. College in lndia.

The group-photos of outgoing students - persons would serve as a flash back.

My best wishes to the outgoing students and sincere appreciation to the

MITMAG 2000 editorial board.

Dr.S.Renganathan

m
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DT. S. RENGANATHAN
Deon, MIT & HOD Electronics

Dr. K. JAYARAMAN
HOD - Aeronquticol Engg.

Dr. P. I ANNAR JAWAHAR
HOD - Automobile Engg.

DT. P. KANAGASABAPATHY
HOD - lnstrumentqtion Engg.

Dr. G.S. KANDASWAMY
HOD - Production Tech.
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Dr. K. BALASUBRAMANIUM
HOD - Rubber Tech.

Dr. J. SHANMUGAi,I
Heod - Avionics & Executive tUorden,

MIT H

Dr. T.5. SUBBARAMAN
Heqd - Science & Humonilies

Dr. C.N. KRISHNAN
Director - AUKBC Centre

Mr. A. NAGARATAN
Worksh Supdt .&Tro ining ond

Dr. S. CHANDRASEKARAN
Heod - Computer Centre
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V. PREVEEN KUMAR
Editor

MITMAG 2OOO

S.K. PAAUL RANDHIP
Gultural Secretary

Atheneaum

P. JAGAN
Chairman Athenaeum,

MITMAG 2OOO

M. SENTHIL KUMAR
Editor

MITMAG 2OOO

SIVASHANKARAN
Co-ordinator
MITMAG 2OOO
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Prof. B M. Vasagam, distinguished Scientist 0f the lndian Space Research 0rganisali0n, succeeded fie great educati0nist,
0r. M' Anandakrishnan as the new Vc.0I Anna University, in l\4ay 1g96. Such was his admiralion for the visionary
Founder of M.l.T., a rare gem among men, the late Sri C. Rajam and Ior the outstanding contribution 0l the iillT alumni
in lsB0 iDRD0/D0E and lndia's psus like HTL etc., the new v.c., in his very first visit t0 M.l.T., while addressing the
faculty talked wilh a great zeal about the Golden Jubilee 0f the lnstitute. He gave a clari0n call to all those assocLted
with MlT.lo plan much ahead of the Golden Jubilee year 0f 1999. He advised the alumnit0 create web site for MIT in
the Internet and inform the 7000 alumni, spread all over the gl0be. from New zealand l0 canada. He suggesled that
even with a modest and possible contribution of 8s.1000/.per alumnus, a fund of 8s.70 l-akhs could easily be raised.
An alumnus ol MII Prof. A. Mathialagan was the Dean al that time. He constituted a Golden Jubilee planning

Committee with representations from the faculty of l\4lI CEG, alumni and representatives lrom the lndustry and
ananged for regular, monthly Meetings s0 as t0 foll0w up the implementation 0f the various tasks. prof. S. Ganapathy
as the new Dean 0f l\4lT succeeded 0r. A. Mathialagan. They and the Heads 0f the Department of MIT envisigned the
0bj8ctiYes 0f the GJ, like international and National seminars in the cu ent trends in their respective branches of
specialisalion, Academic Chairs, new C0urses 0f Study in additi0n to the Avionics, like Mechatronics, thereby revisiting
the pioneeling spirit 0f the tounder. Then, as a Golden Jubilee monument, a building t0 house lecture classes and an
auditorium, at a cost of 8s. 1.5 Crores was decided t0 bebuilt. Also the AlumniAss0ciation w0uld 0rganize agrand
Golden Jubilee lndustrialExhibition in Aug. 1999.

l996 - 2000 : EVENTFUI YEARS
lnternet or n0 lnternet, the exciting news about the GJ of MIT spread like firq thanks to the enthusiasm of a few
deYoted alumni. The alumni who visited lhe Alma mater received the letters of appeal for funds personally from the
Golden Jubilee Secretariat and promised t0 send a sizeable amount by contacting fell0w alumniin lheir 0rganizations.
The very first donati0n was a wedding gift. The interesling coincidence was that the initials 0f the d0nor were the
same as rhe abbreviati0n 0f Golden Jubilee - GJ: yes, the very first d0n0r in May 1g97, was G. Jayachandran and
appropriately his wife's jnitials were also GJ - Gita Jayachandran.'Ah; what does it mean? It was yel another, GJ _
God is Jubilant about our Golden Jubilee. yes, God L0ves MlT. Any proof? yes indeed. our founder was born in
Swamimalai. The lord Swaminatha. liked the f0under and the MIT s0 much thal he took an0ther ab0de at Kumaran
Kunram, near MlT, making it a MADHYA SwAMIMALAI. N0t only that, t0 bless the alumni at Delhiwhere an alumnus
of MIT was to be awarded the BHARAT BATNA in November lgg7, he to.k an0ther shrine there as urrARA
SWAIVIIMALAI; So, donations staned p0uring in to MII The second donation was lrom Thailand a handsome Rs.10.000/
'from s. Ravichandran as an oflering to Mlr -'THAI'. Then Irom c. Rajakannu who made a mark even as a sludent
by impressing the innovative and native scientist of Coimbatore, Sri. G.D. Naidu, during his practical training at his
lndustry. so, from Rs.1000 t0 8s.10,000 t0 8s.1,00.000; can lhe reader of this article guess the amount, if he 0r she
had not akeady known it? C0uld it be Rs.1 crore?

AUGUST. 1996: YOUB TIME BEGINS NOW

TtlE C0MING 0F KBC : What can one Alumnus do?
What comss t0 one's mind, while lhinking 0f the happenings during the Golden Jubilee period and the efforts 0f the
devoted MlT.ians, is the quotable quote 0f the English poet, Tennyson,s famous, power of prayer:

"More things are brought hy prayer than man dreams of."
Now, picking up the thread legarding the donations. it was obvious that unless a miracle takes place in response t0 the
heartfelt prayers ol the faculty and the students, 0ur dream of revisiting the vision and mission of the founder would
remain only a dream. lt was recalled how MIT was blessed by a great sage and also the selfless leaders or lhe freedgm
movement of our nalion. what is m0rg many distinguished professors from Germany and u.s.A., stayed 0n in MIT ,or
a decade and served it, without any of the comlorts 0f their Universities abr0ad. Hats off to their wives and children,
who toolived in ChI0mepet cheerfully, winning the hearts 0f alumnilike Dr. Kalam and many other illustrious alumni0f
those yeaIs. The sage of Kanchi, kn0wn for his Iaz0r sharp intellect and scientific spirit like Swami Vivekananda,
visited MIT in December 1958, spent much time in every lab, asked searching questions t0 the astonishment 0I some
ol the loreign professors and while addressing all the sludents near the h0stels, in the night, advised them t0 have
single minded c0ncentrati0n in lheir studies like Arjuna wh0 was the Ch0sen student lo receive lhe lessons 0f Bhagavad
Gita. The Sage Yisited the then barren hill0ck near MIT and prophesied the luluristic Shrine for Lord Muruga. As

14
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pointed 0ut earlier in the articlg it is now the famous Kumaran Kunram and the abode of Lord Swaminatha as Madhya Swamimalai. Now we

are c0ming t0 the m0st thrilling connection between Golden Jubilee 0f MIT and divinity. A pious couple performed Puja to this great sage and

s0ught his Blessings. Soon. they were blessed with a child who was named Chandrasekharan. He grew up and studied in MIT during 1980

- 83. WIPRo selecled him through the scheme 0f the campus interview at MlT. ln September 1998, in the Econ0mic Times of lndia, an article

appeared. saying, "Meet this Boy wonder from Chennai." An electronics alumnus, Hussain l\4ohammed Biili, read this arlicle one.year Junior

to Chandrasekhar. As soon as he read the a(icle, he literally ran to lvllT, shouting, "Eureka'. He showed it to the laculty members. The

indefatigable and ever alert M.K. Saravanan, gave an e - maill0 the hero 0f the 560 million dollar lnternet wizard and Co - founder of the

exodus Communications at California, U.S.A. t0 c0ngratulate him and infolm MIT ot his nexl visit t0 lndia.

THE CHRISTMAS GITT TO MIT
Faraday's Christmas gilt to his young wife and lo humanity at large was the electric motor. Similarly. a great Christmas gilt awaited MlT. 0n

the evening 0f 25.i2.1998, Sri K.& Chandrasekhar leleph0ned to a faculty member whose phone number was e - mailed to him a couple of

weeks before. He said that he had iust returned aft€r a pilgrimage to SriVaidheeswaran Koil and is speaking from his residence in Chennai.

The delighted faculty member invited him for the Golden Jubilee meeting 0n the next day. K.B. Chandrasekhar promised l0 ioin lhe fellow

alumni. The appointed h0ur came. The celebrated alumnus attended the Meeting, addressed the August Members and without batting the

eyelid announced a donation 0f Bs. 1 Crore as he admired the vision and selrlessness of lhe Founder of MIT Sri. C. Rajam and also as he had

been inspired by lhe teaching of the faculty of electronics Engineering in general and Dr. C.N. Krishnan in parlicular. There was a pin drop

silence after his announcement and it t00k some lime for the members for the imporl 0f his announcement t0 sink in lheir minds; 0ne of them

couldn't help wondering if this promise c0uld be fulfilled indeed. Becausg we haven't heard much about such mind boggling donati0ns by a

y0ung entrepreneur within f0ur years of his phenomenal rise t0 fame and wealth. The thrilled Oean. 0r. S. Ganapathy inlormed a qathering 0f

the students 0f MIT in January '1999, ab0ul this miracle, t0 the deafening applause lrom the sludents, which reverberated in the hallowed

place ol MlT, the Ralam Hall. The rest is history, as the cliche goes. The AU - KBC Centre now stands next to Rajam Hall in all its majesty,

after the prgud parents and teachers of Sri K.B. Chandrasekhar past and present performed the Puja in Jan, 2000. lt was graced by the

present V.C. of Anna University, Dr. Kalanidhi wh0 has a special place for MIT in his heart, and the Dean 0f Engineering, M.l.T. Campus, 0r. S.

Renganathan. Mr K. B. Chandrasekhar has been giving and giving now, from 1 crore t0 Cr0ss to the latest figure 0f Rs.2.5 Crores.

WHAT CAN AtI. THE BEST OF US DO FOR MIT ?

After witnessing such a ll00d 0f grace for MIT from th€ Almighly and the c0ntributions 0f the generous 500 alumni- the fortune 500 - can

lhe remaining 6,500 stillkeep quiet. lt is our b0unden duty t0 complete the construction 0f one m0re building the Golden Jubilee commemorative

Block t0 housa the lecture halls, already under construction adjacent to Raiam hall and the Au - (BC Centre. The physical locations 0f lhem

are al the back of MlT. But, figuratively, they will lorm the FB0NT LINE 0f MlT. Please. ta ke y0ur cheque book and pen, tolloh, lhe 'l , by as

many zeros as you can add and send it l0 the DEAN, M.l.T Chormepet, Chennai - 600 044, lndia.

0ur thanks are due t0 the {irst 500 donors of MlT, known as lhe great Donor Atoms, for raising the first 15 lakhs of Rupees. A special thanks

to Dr. Prema Srinivasan and Sri Viiay Srinivasan f0r donating Bs.1 Lakh I0r a suitable 0pen Air Theatre Mem0rial in honour and memory ol her

dear father, the late Sri. C.R. Ramaswamy, the second son of Sri. C. Rajam and who succeeded the Founder, after his demise in 1955.

Sri.C.R. Bamaswanry wguld have been eighty years old. had he been living in our midst. The year 2000 is a landmark year in MlT, as the first

batch 0f the four.year B.Tech. Graduates of MII who entered MIT for the firsl lime in its history as the teenagers, in August 1996, when the

idea 0l the ensuing Golden Jubilee 0f MIT had just dawned 0n the minds of the powers that be at that time. The lirst Batch has done well in

their studies and campus interyiews. They should strive t0 bring grealer fame and gloly to their alma maler than the very first batch 0f MIT

DMITs did way back in the 1950s against all 0dds. NoW they are more f0rtunate and live in the much more challenging and competitive age.

But one thing is certain. We have had Abdul Kalams, Lakhsmi lvlenons, Ramachandrans and Bangaraians 0t lhe past. Now we have

Chandrasekhars, Saravanans and Swalnalathas.

We ars awaiting the future success stories from this new millennium graduatesof MlT. "ST0P lll0T Tltt THE G0At lS BEACHED",

START FoB THE NEW G0AIS. lr is sarcasrically remarked that allthat glitters is not gold. But, in MIT and with MlTians, alllhat

glitters is nothing but pure gold. An Archemedis is not needed t0 prove this. lt is thete for atl to see. BLESSED ARE TH0SE WHO

WERE IARE TEACHERS AND STUDENTS IATUMNI OT MIT

JAI HIND . JAI HIND.
. MlTian ever

MADRAS IITISTITUTE OF TECHNOI.OGY
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BY DR. SHANKAR SANKARAN
EtuilltG THE HOB'20ru 0F IIUSTB UMEN TATION AIUD CONTB0t

I: greis indeed a at honour to be nominated the aluminus of the year of my belowed instifution

t the beginning of this millennium. I thank the selection commiftee for their choice.Over the last cen tury instrum

and around
entation and

the wor
control

id. But we

engineers have made a valuable contribution

to the quality of life in Indiaswords. Wh ile increased automation has con tributed

enjoyed in the

to the well bei
past.

ng of humanity it has

also eroded the excl
seem to have fallen on our ownusivity" that ITs from MIT have

Let me trace my own history over the last thirty-three years as I moved from one role to

another in the field of instrumentation and control to look at what has happened.I was one of those lucky DMITs who was offered a job in one of the famous companv 's of my

era in India - lCI. I oined them as a uate trainee to become an instrument oreman.
grad

one of the senior tec

When I first went to
hnicians wh

work in ICI,s polyethyl
o knew more about el

ene piant I

d a capacitance
ectronics than

met Mr.Dasgu Pta. Mr.Das
anyone else (it was the

gupta was

f
pneumatic ageofinstrumenta tion then) and we halevel of the

But the manufa

polymer in the
cturer Fie

reactor

lden had not su

which was con
fficiently tropicalised this instrument and

the plant.
sensor to measure thesidered one of rhe key measurem ents ofever so often the unit had to be brought down for repair and maintenance and the only

person who understood the Fie lden level transmitter was Dasgupta and he would spend
hours in a day to get as many of these Fielden transmitters ready to be replaced once the on-
line instrument failed. But in the factory todav the Dasgup are not requi red for instruments
such tasas the Fielden level transmitter which have become very reliable and intelligent so thai
even an ordinary techniclan could fix them up After my work in ICI, I joined EIL to work in
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some remote parts of In
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Getting tired of installation [,,,--+ +^ r:r,,
Mr.R.Gopalakrirhnun *ho 

ti?n I went to EIL's design office (thanks to alumnius
took me to ]ran and then i; lt 

n"'n today in the audience) an{.my;ob as a design enginee.
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programmable calculators. 
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I have reviewed several technical and management books and journals to look for an 
,unbiased,

view of the future and came aacross what I deem to be reasonably neutral documents Oneis the report from the State of the Future project by the American council for The UnitedNations University co-sponsored by the Smi thsonian Institute as part of the Milleni um Projecthttp://milleniumproject.org. I have looked at their 1998 report and the 1999 update.Another documen t is Global Trends 2005 _ The
MADBAS IIUSTITUTE OF
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Challenge of a New Millennium a multi-



year effort undertaken by the Centre for Strategic and Intemational Sfudies in Washington
mjm@osis.org. As a researcher, I have looked at these two reports for 'triangulation' .

The Millennium project reported fifteen trends but we will look at only five o{ these, where,
according to the 1999 update, the major opportunities for us lie:

BIOTECHNOLOGY:

The investments in biotechnology related insustry have jumbed from 5.1 biltion Euro to 83.3
billion Euro in eight years and still rapidly increasing. There is a feeling that with the breaking
of the genetic codes - or the science of genomics - the biotechnology industry will take off
again. Biotechnology has a variety of applications - agriculture, plant and animal products,
medicine and environmental pollution reduction. Biotechnology requires 'biosensors' - on-
line, in-vivio and implantable. Some of these sensors bear a lot of resemblance to pH
electrodes. They say that we are now moving from the age of physics and chemistry to the
age of biology. Over the last few months major pharmaceutical and biotech companies are
forming strong strategic alliances and you can sense that something is round the comer.

Opportunities abound for both the IT and Electronics Faculty in this area if we dare to rise to
the challenge

ENVIBONMENTAL TECHNOTOGIES:

Being one of the more polluted countries in the world gives us the advantage that we can do
more to clean up the environment than others do! We can encounter and solve more
difficult problems, develop more radical sensors that can be used in 'hostile' environments.
We have the potential to develop nature - oriented pollution control technologies. We do
not have to do it alone. Can we work together with the 'instrumentation tribes' around the
world?

Our friends from Automobile faculty can participate in this as the automobile is one the
'worst' polluters of the environment and will become more in India. How about looking at
"Zero-emission" technology big brothers?

tcT:

Nowadays many countries are calling IT as ICT due to the increasing synergy between the
iniormation and communication technologies. This is a rapidly increasing area where there
opporh.rnities to look at - in geo-spatial information systems, industrial networking technologies,
testing automation. Waste treatment is another area, which will increase in prominence in

M9?MA6 aOOO

Now let us look at the some of the views expressed by Gtobal Trends 2005. The global
trends report divides the trends into six major areas. On the basis of these trends I will now
'predict' possible areas where Instrumentation and Control Engineers can broaden their
horizon. To stretch your imagination I will propose my most extreme idea first.

MAOBAS t[ISTITUTE OF TEGHNOI.OGY 2'l



NEW ABEAS IN AUTOMATION:

ALTERNATIVE ENERGY:

Our vast 'nation' provides many opportunities to investigate into these areas. Many westem
nations have invested a lot of money to develop solar cells. There is a yearly solar car
competition between Darwin and Adelaide in Australia. Even sma[[ countries like Singapore
are taking part in such events. I have not heard about any Indian effort so far. It is a pity, as
such technologies can lead to 'cleaner energy'. Perhaps we should look at venture capitalists
through the Intemet to provide us with the necessary funds for R&D to take part in the
global trend oI scientific and technological breakthroughs.

This could be an area where all the faculties in MIT can 'join hands' including our elegant
friends in Aero with their fancy wind tunnel.

Engineers who have seen the birth
of a new century / new Millennium are
proud of the amazing technological
Advancement of the last century. Some of
them are:

.a. From bullock cart to inter planetary
space shuttles and mars probe

* Morse telephony to Cellular
telephones

* Magnetic compass to GPS, Satellite
and lnternet

.:. Engineers do not want to rest on
past laurels

They are preparing {or greater feats
such as automobiles that understand human
speech artificial bugs and insects that fly and

Dr. S. Renganathan

FOOD FOR THOUGHT

Money can give you Bed but not Sleep

Money can give you Book but not Brain

Money can give you Food but not Appetite

Money can give you Cloths but not Beauty

Money can give you House but not Home

Money can give you Medicine but not health

Money can give you tuxuries but not happiness

So should we return to nature and lead a healthy life.

Kalai Selvan
lt PT. (982408)

xuaJa*tAG z0aa

{actories producing ICT products. If someone can think of leadless soldering of PCB's like
unleaded petrol there is an opporhrnity to make millions and be honoured for finding a
solution for the worst'pollution problem'facing us in the future.

Rapid urbanisation will lead to new areas in which automation is increasingly being applied
- mass transportation, traffic control and information systems, electronic road pricing systems,
intelligent buildings, logistics just to name a few. These areas have different challenges from
process and manufacturing automation and will need new knowledge.

do surveillance, robots with human like
emotions and a virtually complete map of
the human genome.

MADRAS INSTITUTE (lF TECHIIIOI.OGY 22
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M.K. Saravanan,
Design Engineer, AU-KBC

MIT
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I I In are happy to know about the efforts taken by the students to
VV Uring out the issue of MITMAG every yeat. It is the team work,

which makes it possible to achieve this success. We send our best wishes

to the team for their unstinted effort in bringing out this MITMAG
containing many useful informations about MIT. You are also aware of
the reputation and the uniqueness of MIT.

Continuing with its activities in connection with the Golden Jubilee

Celebrations of the Institute, the MIT alumni association has formed a
Golden Jubilee Organising Committee. We are much grateful to Bharat
Ratna Dr. A P J AMul Kalam for agreeing to be the National President

of the Golden Jubilee Celebrating Committee.

It has been decided to give a new thrust to the growth of the instifution in
new disciplines such as Avionics, Mechatronics and other areas relevant

to the growth of the country in the 21$ century.

<

-

C) G

The committee had concentrated on some major objectives:

MADBAS INSTITUTE OF TECHflOTOGY

MIT Alumni Association is also unique in its activities and had been cited

as an example for various other Alumni Associations. MIT Alumni
Association was started on 28'h March 1966 by some of the Alumni of
this institute. The objectives of the alumni association is to honour the
memories ol the founder of this great Institure late Shri. C. Rajam and

also to do all possible help to the Alma Mater by continuous interaction,
to update the syllabus to meet the technical changes. MIT alumni
asociation has donated money to construct a Guest-House and it was

built in MIT campus during the Silver Jubilee Year of MIT (1975). The
alumni association has been awarding many scholarships every year to
the deserving students of various branches of studies and also helping the
students in the in-plant training and placement. Some of the alumni
have donated money in memory of their relatives thereby some prizes to
the students and books to the library are being given every year. With a
view to honour the founder Shri C Rajam, MIT alumni association has

been conducting an Endowment Lecture by a distinguished alumnus every
year. During this year 16'h Endowment Lecture was delivered by
Dr.Shankar Sankaran Director, Graduate College of Management Cross
University Australia. In addition to the above, the alumni association has

also been extending any other help as may be sought by the institute.

26
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Open new branches of studies with excellent faculty and modern

laboratories, which is estimated to cost around Rs.1.5 Crores.

Construction of Golden Jubliee Building at a cost of about Rs.1.5 Crores

to cater to the needs of the lnstitute.

To arrange appropriate International Seminars, Exhibitions, Sports and

Cultural activities during the Golden Jubilee.

Golden Jubilee Committee has done extremely well in fulfilling many of
the objectives set for the Golden Jubilee Year by active involvement of

Alumni Members, Faculty and Students.

New branches of studies have been {inalised

Golden Jubilee Building work has started

Eleven Seminars were conducted

An Exhibition was held at Guindy Campus

Inter-College Sports events were conducted

Cultural activities were carried out

We have to continue our efforts in collecting more donations to meet the

requirements for the Golden Jubilee Building.

Sports activities were conducted among various Engineering Colleges

situated around Chennai and neighbouring districts. An Exhibition was

also held at Guindy Campus with the participation of various industries'

Simitarty various Seminars and Cultural Activities were also conducted

during this year. Allthese could be achieved with the support of Alumni,

Faculties and students.

Alumni association strongly feels that the institute should equip the students

to meet the challenges and students in turn after passing out of this

institute should do all possibte help to the AIma Mater. We are confident

that the institute will continue to achieve more and more success'

17h May 2000 T.M.JAWAHARI,AL
Secretary, MIT Alumni Organising Committee.

-

<

<
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fiTHENfrEOM fi]TNOfiL REPORT
fhe elections for the office bearers of the athenaeum was held during the 1" week of
I august 1999. Each student was entitled to a vote. The first year PG students were also

given representation.

The activities for the year 1999-2000 were formally inaugurated by Ms.CK Gariyali, LAS,

Chair person Science City, on the 106 of September. The inauguration was followed by a
Ialent search for the freshers.

The light music troupe o{ MIT, Sivaranjani, was traditionally inaugurated by Mr.Bharadwaj,
Cine Music Director, on the 1s ol October 1999. Sivaranjani went on to mesmerise audiences
at various campuses in and around Chennai.

The tamil literacy forum, Tamil Mandram, was formally inaugurated on 17s November by
Mr.Thirukhazhal IAS. The forum also organised a series of competitions along with the
PDA & ROTRACT on the occasion of the REPUBLIC DAY.

The annual cultural fest, MITAFEST, held on March 2,3,4&5 was inaugurated by MT.SPB
Charan, pop singer. The festival showcased professional shows in the fields of music, magic
and hypnotism. The event also witnessed a series of brilliant performances by competing
students from various colleges all over the state. There was a total participation of 35
colleges during the four day show. Other than these, the regular activities were carried out
in full swing, with the aid of the hostel authorities, we invited around 50 mentally retarded
students, from the SPASTICS SOCIETY OF SOUTH INDIA, for a day on our campus. We
entertained them for the day and we were able to donate a marginal fund for the students'
wellbeing. Yoga camps, organised by the SAHAJA STITHI YOGA CENTRE were held
every semester, for a period of 20 days. These camps helped the students' improve their
concentration, etc.

Throughout lhe gear, the ATHENAEUM was successful in keeping the students' occupied
with various extracullar activities.

P. JAGAN
Chairman, Athenaeum.
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'Tthe activities of the Aeronautical Asso

I ciation, MIT started in the month of
August,1999. The election of office-bear-

ers for the Association was conducted in the

second week of August. The inaugural func-

tion of the Association was held in Septem-

ber. Shri T. S. Chandrasekhar, Regional

Director, Indian Airlines was invited to the
function as Chief Guest. Mr.Anand, a Fi-

nalYear B.Tech. student of the department,

who was elected as the Chairman of the

Association gave the welcome address. The
Chief Guest was introduced to the audience

by Mr.B.T.N.Sridhar, the staff-in-charge of
the Association. Mr. Chandrasekhar deliv-

ered the Chief Guest address in which he

spoke about the Materials Management in

Indian Airlines. As part

of Aeronautical Associa-

tion activities, the de-

partment students vis-

ited Hangar of Indian
Airlines aircraft at
Thirusulam. There,
they observed the main-
tenance aspects of the aircraft. Many tech-

nical lectures and seminars by senior stu-

dents were organizedfor the other students

during September - November 7999 in the

department.

The FLIGHT-2000 programme was orga-
nized by the Aeronautical Association on
86 March, 2000. Shri. S.R.Raghavendra
Rao, Regional Executive Director, Airports
Authority of India, Chennai was the Chief
Guest of the function. Dr K.C.G. Verghese,
Chairman, Aeronautical Society of Inciia,

Chennai Branch presided over the function.
Presentation of technical papers in the
morning session and a General Qurz in the
aftemoon session were also organized in the
Flight programme, for the students of MIT
and of other colleges in and around
Chennai. Two prizes each were given to the
winners of the technical paper contest and
the general quiz. A Guest Lecture was ar-

ranged by the Association, for the benefit
of the department students on 30m March,
2000. The Speaker was
Dr.T.S.Sundararajan, Professor, Mechani-
cal Engineering Department, IIT, Chennai.

He gave a lecture on CFD Applications in
Combustion and propulsion. As part of the
Association activities, the department stu-

dents visited the industrial units, Mohana
Orthotics and Prosthetics at Villivakkam and

Sahu Udyog Limited at
Gummidipoondi in the
month of April, 2000
and all India Radio in the

month of May, 2000. It
can be said that the
Aeronautical Associa-

tion, MIT, had a very eventful and {ruitful
academic year during August, 1999 - May

2000.
I President

Aeronotical Association

I
t t
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Aurouobilr Eruq irurens Associnrion Reponr

A en started its work from August 20s itself by
flgiving assistance in arranging open house
Exhibition for the Golden Jubilee celebration of M.l.T.
AEA was officialy, inaugurated on October 14ft by
Mr. Baldev Singh, Assistant General Manager, Part
Distribution Centre, Hindustan Motors, Tiruvallur. He
delivered the Prof G.C. Garg Memorial Lecture on
that day.

On every Wednesday afternoon, AEA conducted
programmes like group discussion, Aptitude test, Debate, TechnicalQuiz which will enhance

the students communication stills and Technical Knowledge.

AEA also arranged industrialvisits to many reputed industries like Hindustan Motors, Tiruvallur,

Engine Valves Ltd., Binny Engineering, TAFE, Hydraulics Ltd. etc.

The crowning feature of AEA's activities for the year 7999-2000 was the successful conduct

of AUTOMEET 2000 on March 10ft and 11h. The Automeet 2000 was inaugurated by Mr.

Jetprole, Additional General Manager, Heavy Vehicles Factory, Chennai and he delivered

the inaugural address. In these two days, many competitions like Generalpaper presentation,

Technical paper presentation, Technical and General Quiz, cross word etcwere conducted.
Students from more than 40 Engineering Colleges participated in this event.

A guest Lecture on fuel Injection system by Mr. V.K. Kasinathan, MICO, Chennai was

arranged on the first day of Automeet.

A Panel discussion by eminent people from industries and Institutes on 'Scenario of
Automobile Industry in 21't Century' was held on the 11m March.

AUTO EXPO 2000 an automobile exhibition was organized on both the days. 12 Major
Industries took part in this exhibition. AEA has arranged a Alumni get together at the end of
Automeet.

AEA has arranged guest Lectures by eminent persons from reputed Institutions and Industries
on various current topics during this academic year.

I M. MANIKANDAN
Chairman AEA
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ETECTRONICS ENGINEERS ASSOCIATION

.ANNUAI REP(IRT

J-he EEA activities for the academic year 1999-2000 commenced with the inauguration by Dr.

I Frank Rinaldo from lndia comnet. He also gave a lecture on "Data Mining". Mr. Narayanan,

Chairman of Science & Technology Cell, TMC Party, gave a talk on "social Responsibilities of
Educated Professionals" during October'99, in association with PDA. Mr. Viswanathan, former
consultant of the AU-KBC centre gave a lecture on "Entrepreneurship for
Engineers" during November '99. A series of lectures on

cryptography were organized by Dr. Balasubramanium and
Dr. Padma in association with AU-KBC centre.

Prof C.E. Veni Madhavan, Chairman of the School of
Computer Science and Automation of llSC, Bangalore gave

a lecture on "Elliptic Curve Cryptography" during
December '99. Dr. Krishna Ramachandran, Staff
Engineer of Sun Micro Systems gave a lecture
on "E-Commerce Standards and tools", on 17th

Jan 2000. On the same day Dr. C. Mohan, fellow
of IBM Alamaden Research Centre of Sanjose,
USA gave a talk on "Workflow Management in

the lnternet Age"

Dr. Nirmala Shenoyfromthe Universityof SouthAustraliaand lnstituteof Telecom r e s e a r c h
gave a lecture on27th Jan2kon the topic "Multimedia forWireless Networks". A lecture on Natural

language processing was delivered by Dr. K. Subbiah Pillai, Senior Research fellow of the

department of Linguistics of the llTS, Chennai on 8rh Febiuary 2000. A lecture on "Public Key

Crypto Systems based on formal language" was delivered by Dr. Mrs. RaniSinonmani, Professor

of Madras Christian College, Tambaram. Also a series of lectures on 'Software Engineering'was

delivered during March by Mr. P.N. Sridharan of Cognizant Technology Solutions. Then the mega

event hosted by the EEA was the Electrofocus 2000. During the inauguration of the function, Dr.

Frank Rinaldo gave a lecture on "Genetic Algorithms".

The talk of electrofocus 2000 was the workshop on Parallet Processing conducted by the final

year and prefinal year electronics engineering students under the guidance of Dr.V. Vaidehi and

Mrs. O. Vidya. Many students from other Engineering colleges also participated in the workshop.

The other events were the paper presentation for which more than 50 papers were received and

the judges had a tough time in choosing the winners. For the hardware Design contest, passed

out eleCtronics engineers, from the industries were the judges. Software design and the software

contest were also conducted the EEA activities for 1999-2k concluded with the valedictory function,

during which Mr. M.K. Saravanan, of AU-KBC centre gave a lecture on "GNU is not Unix".

S. Kumaravel
Chairman, EEA.
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IEA REPORT

I V""r. of hectic activity and unqualified enjoyment has just

I lpassed by, yet those nostalgic moments linger. Moments
redolent of our sedulous effort and deserving triumph. The events
forthe season were flagged off by Mr.AS Bavanandam, GM, parry

Ltd. Through the course of the yearwe had a plentitude of lectures

delivered to us by our distinguished alumni and members of the
lnstrumentation society. To mention a few, a lecture by Mr.AS

Bavanandam in "Latest Trends in lnstrumentation", a lecture on
"Carrier Development in lnstrumentation", by Mr.S.Sridharan and a

lecture by Mr.Murugesan on "Paper & Pulp lnstrumentation". IEA

organised many an industrial visit as it was incumbent on us and I

hope we excelled in our endeaviours., By the month of February

we had geared ourselves for the culmination of lEAs activities -
"INTECHO 2K'. Right from the day of inception of IEA into the
lnstrumentation fold of MlT, INTECHO has been the premier event

for exhibition of student talent in the instrumentation realm and

this years' INTECHO was nonetheless ordinary from its
predecesors. To add to its merits INTECHO 2Kwas inaugurated by Dr.Perry L Curady, the Chairman
of the lnternational society for lnstrumentation. Prior to the inauguration of INTECHO a workshop
on lnstrumentation trends was conducted. Thanks to the merger between the IEA & ISA students
chapter of lvl.l.T and Cresent Engineering College. Experts from TNPL, FOXBORD, FISCHER,
ROSE MOONT and ISA teamed during the workshop and it underscores the fact that how well it
was appreciated by instrumentation professionals. Coming back to INTECHO 2k, it was a runaway
success right from the word and we were enthused by the overwhelming response from other
institutions to these event. The two day technical cultural extravaganza ended on a happy note
with Mr.Sridharan - Virtual lnstruments, presiding over the valedictory function.

At this point of time, I would like to express my gratitude to Dr.S.K.V President lEA, and our
beloved staff members whom lEA, would be benefit of allthe laurels it is worthy now. Any attempt
by me to indicate the eforts of the office bearers of lEA, my team mates and Juniors towards
INTECHO - 2K would be in vain. I take this opportunity to wish all my juniors on behalf of lEA, all

the best for their future endeavours.

M.MEENAKSH! SANKAR
Chairman IEA
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I technical forum in which allthe students and staffs of the department of production technology
.f f,are members was founded by the first HOD Prof. S. Peer Mohammed to promote co-curricular
activities amongst the students for developing their technical and personality dimensions. Regular
meetings are arranged for allclasses with Group Discussions, TechnicalQuiz, Mock interviews,
invited Lectures by experts from industries and other institutions. Factory visits, educational tour
and annual technical Meet (TAPE MEET) (participated by students from all over the state), Prof.
M.S. selvam Memorial Lecture form part of the regular activities of TAPE.

This year (7999-2000), TAPE activities even though started with a Freshers'welcome tea on 12th
August 7999,was formally inaugurated by Mr. T.R. Balakrishnan, productivity promoters, Ambattur,
Chennai on 8s September 7999. Prof. M.S. Selvam MemorialLecture was delivered by Dr. R.
Srivatsavan, Professor of Mechanical Engineering, PSG College of Technology, Coimbatore on
4s October 1999. Two scholarships on merit-cum-means basis (Rs.1000/- each)were awarded
to two needy students from II and III year B.Tech production Engineering classes from Prof. M.S.
Selvam Memorialfund.

A one day Technical meet on "EXCELLENCE THROUGH PRODUCTION STRATEGIES" was
organised by TAPE on 18.2.2000. More than 25 technical papers were presented by students
from various Engineering Colleges. Mr. J. Anandan, Director-TechnicalServices, Visteon India of
Ford Motor Co., Chennai and Mr. C. Ganapathy, Deputy General Manager (Engg), RANE Brake
Linings Ltd., Chennai, participated in the inaugural and valedictory function respectively.

TAPE brought out two issues of "TECH CLIPS", an in-house journal of technical information
during this year. A get-together with Alumni of this Department was arranged on 25th March
2000 with culturalprogrammes and Dinner.

This year TAPE activities had been very eventful because of
the involvement of allthe members of the executive committee

particularly Mr. K. Venkatesan (Final
B.Tech-Secretary), Mr. G. Saravanan (Final
B.Tech-Treasurer) and Mr. K. Hari (Prefinal
B.Tech-Joint Secretary). This team is
handing over the saddle to the next team
of office bearers with a fond hope that they
willexcel in allthe events and keep the flag
of TAPE flying high in this institution.

I President,
TAPE
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ANNUAL REPORT FROM ART

W ith immense pleasure, I present the ART'S annual report for the academic
year 1999-2000, which was the eleventh year of ART's celebration.

Association of Rubber Technologies, rightly called as ART, a technical forum of Rubber Technology
Division students of MlT, Anna University, started from '1989 established by First Batch students,

holding its objectives as to produce efficient rubber
technology graduates while entering to serve the lndustry
and the Nation.

EarlierART started its activities with the very first of them
being the welcome part given to the freshers of our
division. ART sent team to participate in Cresmer 99.
National level symposium conducted by the association
of polymer technologies Cresent Engineering College.
Rtians proved what we are, winning the first prize for the
technical quiz proving the pride of our institution.

The association arranged visits to companies MlL, MM
Foam, MIDAS, MRT, IRP for final - prefinal students.
lvloreover guest lectures on Tyres & Tubes by Sri
Ks.Loganathan on 2.9.99 K.Jayaraman's (Aeronautical
department) lectures on VIBRATION damping analyusis

by FEN on 2.11.99 were also conducted. Beloved senior Mr. Saravanan lectured on conveyor belt,

and a seminar on enterpreneurship was conducted by Mr.Ramchandran and MrNarayanan.

An important event to be cherished would be our alumni meet on Jan 9th. This get together was
realy useful. Alumni view, and their life in MIT were shared.

Rubber tribune mag was issued thrice by editor Mr.K.Gopalakrishnan. Above all last but not least
elastofez 2000, a national leveltechnical sympsoium was conducted on 20rh & 21"tmarch in which
elastomag 2000 was published and an official website of the ART www.art-mit.8mg.com was
launched.

These were successful, only because of the support rendered by my student, friends and faulty
member. I take this opportunity to acknowledge the staff and my friends to whom I dedicate these
successes 

P.s. ponselvakumar.
Secretary ART

'ii i;'.:.1
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A good start is half done, yes the association activities
was inaugurated by Mr.F, Fredrick Moses, Senior
Manager-Tool Room ClPETon 29th sept 1999. Mostof
the well wishers and alumni of rubber technology division
felicitated the inauguration.
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A meeting of the placement representatives and the training & placement officers was organised

during the first week of August immediately after the Institute reopened for the academic aear 7999-
2000. The plan of action for the conduct of Campus interviews was agreed upon. It was decided
that the campus interviews of the IT companies would be held at the CUIC main campus, Anna
University and the campus interview of the Engineering core companies, Industrial organisation and

the R&D establishments at the individual campuses of the university.

As is the tradition, MIT got off to a flying start with many successfulorganisation like TCS, Infosys,

HCL, Tata Honeywell, HM, Exeter, CTS, Satyam Software, Telco, Fenner, TVS Sri Chakra Tyres,

both Indian and Multinationals vying with each other to choose the best among the best (MITians)

This year we had the privilege of adding premier companies like WiproGE, Reckitt & Colman,
Philips, Lucent Technologies, Thermax, Citicorp, Whirlpool, Goodyear Tyres, Omnikorn, Volvo,
MM forgings to our already impressive list. Apart from these external organisation, some of our
students have been placed in the AU-KBC Centre for Internet & Telecom Technologies, a centre of
excellence funded by our beloved alumnus Mr.KB Chandrasekar of Exodus Communication Inc.

A feafure of the Campus interview conducted at MIT is the presence of distinguished alumni as the

members of the selection committees. This greatly inspires the students and instills in their minds,

the desire to emulate them.

Our alumni do not stop at being just role models. A unique feature of MIT Culture is the rain of
colorful inspiring greetings from the alumni to the studentd wishing them well in their endeavours for
a good placement.

The placement score through Campus Interview
Aero

Auto

Electronics

Instrumentation

Production

Rubber

The placement representatives for the year are
Arun & Anjan Kumar

Ramesh Kumar & Kamalakannan

PaaulRandhiP & Desingh Devibalan

Saravana Babu & SatYa Sankar

Janeesh Shankar & Ashok Kumar

Ponselva Kumar & Ramanathan

Aero

Auto
Electronics

Instrumentation

Production

Rubber

e/14
t3/21
36/39
36/47
29/44
L3/76
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M.P. Arul Venkata Subramanian
Final Auto 977201
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tThe AU-KBC Centre.for Internet and Telecom Technologies has been set up lo contribute lo the process

I of India acquiring teclmological strength and using itfot achieving economic growth. It is being promoted

entirelyfor non-proft purposes by the leading international IT entrepreneur Mx K B. Chandraseka, Chairmon

and Co-Founder, Exodus Communications Inc., USA in collabordtion with Anna University. Mr
Chandrasekhar is an alumnus ofthe 1983 B.Tech. Electronics class of the M.I.T Campus. The centre plans

to develop and deploy Internet and IT tools and applications so as to enhance and slrengthen lhe wealth'

generating processes in oul society by leveraging on the tremendous intellectual resources of the educated

classes of this region. Our success in the global IT arena has shown that this is indeed an achievable goal.

:ltision

The centre envisions promoting Entreprenewship in this area through a process ofdeveloping prodtcls and

semices, as well as providing the required research, iaining and other forms of support. The mechanisms

throughwhich this woald be attempted include long term R&D programs and projects, short-teru consultancy

as well as manpower training

from all over Anna University
s ignificantly to its intellectual
is the role ofour dlumni in India
expected to
centre,

help in the

program. In addition to the full
centre, the faculty and studenls

. are expected to contribule
capital. Of equal significance
and abroad and they are

functioning and growth of lhis

Resources
The centre boasts of an independent building with dbout 6000 sq. ft area,

half ofwhich being air-conditioned lab-space and the remaining conference room, class

room andfaculty rooms. The centre has a high -end networked computing environment and a 2Mbps Internet

access provision, and also has access to the laboratories of Electronics Engineering Department, CAD

centre, computer centre, etc., on collaboratiye basis. Of greatest value are the human resources of the

university ind nearby institulions that are accessible to the centre-faculty, students and alumni. Of equal

significance to the goal of the centre is the fact that nearly I50 institutions exist teithin Tamilnadu itselfthat

impart lT-related training to over 10,000 students per year The centre also issues a open invitation lo

prospective entrepreneurs to make use of its facilities, infraslructure, and resources to develop products'
-teclnologies 

or semices with which they can move out to setup on their own, afid share the beneJits in a

mutually beneficial manner. The centre promises to provide such entrepreneurs with assistance in establishing

the necessary linkages wilh the financial agencies, etc needed to get them launched'
n

Areas
The centre currently works on the areas of Data Security, Indian Langudge computingfor Inlernet, Access

Te ch no I ogie s and B i o i n fo r n at ic s.

Cryplography and Data & Network Securily
The growth oflnternet hasforced cryptogroplly out ofthe confines of the military and security departments

ofGivern-ints. The success ofmany emerging applications such as e-commerce, e-banking would depend
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critically on lhe qbility to provide adequate amount ofprivacy and security for the vast amount of civilian
users ofthe net. Even outside ofthe net, ability to make greater use ofthe networked environments (various
forms ofLANs, MANs, WANs, used in private, government and public domains) would depend on the extent
to which various levels ofprivacy and securilt can be assured for its users.

The centre aims to contribute to the process ofenabling India to meet all its electronic privacy and secmity
needs on its own, and go on to become aworld leader in this domain. The centre offers afull-fledged course
on CryPtograplry for the students and will be organizing a series of worlcshops and conferences on
Cryptography and Security in collaboration with agencies and institutions.

Indian Language Computing for Internet
The Intenet and other means of distributing and accessing electronic information have made leaps and
bomds in English language. To achieve these in Indian languages, basic functionalities such as aiility to
perform search over the net, script conversion facility, dictionaries among various language palrs, spell
checkers, machine aided translation software etc are needed. The centre will focus on creating such an
inlrastructure for Indian language.

Access Technologies
The last-mile problem, viz. the
Internet in a cheap and reliable
in the growth of Internet in our
deve lop i n g acc e s s t e c hn olo gie s
making possible for larger
conceivable using the phone line
done by leveraging the expertise
Spread Spectrum Technologies to

problem of accessing the
manner, is a major bottleneck
Country. The centre worlcs on
over the power line, thereby
numbers of connections than
or the wireless medium. This is

available here in the area of
communicalion oyer the power lines.

Automatic meter reading, I-4N and local telephony ate some of the other
beingdeveloped here. The centre also hasapplications envisaged for this technology

expertise in the other fieo major areas ofspread Spectrui Technologt applications - CDMA and GpS - and
carries out Tbcht ologt Development work in these areas.

Bio-Informatics
A large amount ofgene sequence information is ayailoble /rom various genomic projects, notably the Human
Genome Project. We need bio-informatic tools to hdrness this row genomic data.

The cenlre focusses on the use of computational tools to

> Construction of database for industrially important enzymes

Y Use of mathematical techniquesfor protein structure prediction

Y Comparison and analysis ofgenomics ofP falcipuram, M. tuberculosis and Filarial parasite

Also of interest are the areas of genetic algorithms and programming ds well as DNA computing.

Prof, C.N. Krishnan,
Director AU- KBC Centre.
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The freshers were told about the tradition & value of this great institr.rte by Prof . K.V.
Narayanan. The freshers felt much elated after this session. PDA along with Athenaeum
organized a talent seorch session to identity the gifted students. Few of the finds were
made to perform in SIVARANJANI.

Regular aptitude closses were conducted by Meenakshi Shankar (Final II), for
interested students to develop their Quantitative ability.

For the Tamil medium freshers, lew Spoken English Classes were organized. This
activity was not a success due to lack of professional expertise.

A lecture on "Social responsibilities of Educated youth" was delivered by Mr.
Narayanan, Chairman of Science & Technology cell, Tamil Maanila Congress. A Workshop
on "lmproving memory Skitls" and another on "Achievement Motivation" were organized
by Mr. B. Natarajan Training Manager, Kone Elevators. As part of PERSOFEST 2000, Mr.
Selvam George, GM of Birla (SE Asia) organized a workshop on 'Group Behaviour'. Prof.
K.S. Babai, Principal, Women's Polytechnic, Chennai delivered the inaugural lecture for
PERSOFEST 2000 on 'overall personality for the present situation'.

A week full o{ competitions was organized for students of MIT. A workshop & Lecture were
organized as part of Persofest. All these were done with lot of help & support from the
alumnus.

The activities of PDA for this year would have been fruitful to those who had taken
the initiative to take part in them.

K.SARATH BABU
Char rman, PDA.

MADBAS INSTITUTE (lT TECHNOTOGY
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PDA was inaugurated formally along with the Computer Club & Enterpreneurship
Development Forum on 14s October for this academic year. Prof . Ragavachari, former GM
of Instruments Limited, Kota delivered the inaugural address. The activities <.,f PDA such as
weekend sessions had begun much earlier.

T\e weekend sessions were conducted regularly in the odd semester and whenever
possible during the even semester. The activities were such that they contribute something
in developing a person's personality.

Mr. Selvam George Delivered a lecture on 'Management Practices' as part of
PERSOFEST Valedictory function.
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COMI)UTEP CTUB
MADRAS INSTITTITE OF TEGHNO[OGY,

ANNA UNIVERSITY

\ ANNUAL REPORT 1999.2000

We, at the Computer Club of MIT, set the vision of "MAKING
COMPUTERS COLLOQUIAL" for the academic year L999-
2000. The activities of the club for the academic year was
formally inaugurated on 14-10-1999 by Prof. S.

Raghavachari, (Retd.) GM, Instruments Ltd., Kota, with our beloved Dean Dr. S. Renganathan
delivering the Presidential address.

The first event of the year was a demonstration on AUTOCAD-2000, by the Ultimate
Computer Education Centre, Chromepet on 29-10-L999. The club conducted a 6-week
crash course on JAVA and HTML, from L4-02-2000, with Mr. Kumarashanmugam of the
AU-KBC Centre, MIT as the course instructor. The course was well attended by more than
65 students of the pre-final and final year. The course made an extensive coverage of the
software boon, the JAVA.

The club organized a lecture on "Challenges in combining a general purpose processor
and multi-media", on 16-03-2000 by Mr. T.V. Venkatesan, Software Engineer, Satyam
Computer Services Ltd. From 28-04-2000, the club conducted a workshop on "lnternet-
past, present and future...", which was handled by Mr. M. K. Saravanan of the AU-KBC
centre, MIT. The highlight of the years activities was the one-day workshop on "lntroduc-
tion to LINUX", also conducted by Mr. M. K. Saravanan on 01-05-2000.

We are indebted to thank many people, who have helped in organizing these events suc-
cessfully. We thank Dr. S. Chandrasekaran, President, Computer Club for his excellent
guidance. We sincerely thank Dr. Mannar Jawahar, HOD, Department of Automobile En-
gineering and Dr. G.S. Kandaswami, HOD, Department of Production Engineering who
provided us with halls for conducting the classes during the evening hours. We are ex-
tremely gratefulto Mr. Vinayaga Sundaram, Staff advisor, Computer CIub and Mrs. Catherine
Bina of the Computer Centre, who stood by our side in each and every activity of the club,
without whose guidance and constructive ideas, these events would not have taken their
shapes. I find no words to thank the dynamic office-bearers of the Computer Club, who
worked very hard throughout the year. And last, we wish to thank allstudents and staff of
MIT for extending their support in all possible ways.

J. SARAVANA BABU
Chairman, Computer Club

t(
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HATSOFFMOTAMAtsT
fhe Rotaract Club in this millennium had a thunderous flashing year. Right
I from the installation ceremony we rotaractors, had joint venfure with our parent

club and we did so many projects especially for social welfare.

To say Good bye to Pollution while the world is stepping into the new millennium,
we placed caution board at various places in MIT, emphasizing cleanliness.

In this academic year Rotaract Club of MIT installed a new subordinate club (THE
BLOOD DONORS CLUB). We are proud that our donors have done a valuable
sacrifice and saved around 100 lives. We also helped our parent club in organizing
polio vaccination camp.

Then came the flashing event of the club "Millennium Rochi '99 an inter school
cultural extravaganza. We are infact very happy that ROCHI had nburished and
cherished the little flowers (Children) to bring their thoughts and ideas to the limelight.

The competitions conducted were Classical Music, Dance, Crossword, Puzzle,
Painting, Elocution, Essay Writing, Variety Entertainment and other informal events.
We thank our former Vice - President Mr. K. Sultan Syed Ibrahim who sponsored
the rolling shield. The overall performance shield was bagged by N.S.N MaMculation
School, Chennai - 44.

Our Rotaractors eltectively took part in annual Rotaract Conference held in CEG
Chennai - 25. We also combined with Rotaract club of other colleges to raise fund
for those who are in desperate and we also organized few competitions such as

painting, Tamil debate etc. for MIT {riends during Republic day as a Joint venh-rre

with PDA and Tamil Mandram.

Sure, the Rotaractors have done a good job this year. Congratulation members,
office bearers and special thanks to our staff advisor Mrs. N. Pappa who gave us

full freedom in all the club activities, ofcourse guiding us effectively.

With a lot of hope to hear a better list from the future Rotactors

J. SREENIVAS
President, Rotaract Club.
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Father

Smile

Rumor

Dictionary

College

Committee

Morrioge

Worrg

Experience

Tears

Atom Bomb

Optimist

Pessi m isi

Miser

Politician

A Curve that can set a lot of things
straight.

News that travels at the speed of
sound.

The only place where divorce comes
before marriage.

A place where some pursue leaming and others learn pursuing.

Individuals who can do nothing individually and sit to decide that
nothing can be done together.

It's an agreement in which a man loses his bachelor degree and
woman gain her master's.

Interest paid on trouble before it falls due.

The name men give to their mistake.

The Hydraulic force by which masculine power is defeated by
feminine power.

An invention to end all inventions.

A person who starts taking bath if he accidentally falls into a river.

A person who lives poor so that he can die rich

One who shakes your hand before elections and your confidence
after.

A person who kills your ills by pills and kills you with his bills.

Q)

Doctor
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A Banker provided by nature.

A person who says that O is last letter in ZERO, instead of the first
letter in word OPPORTUNIry.

I B.B. Arunbalachandar
il AT 977627
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E-Journals , An Overviev
I n E-Journal is defined as any serial produced, published and distributed nationally or intema

fltionallv via electronic networks such as Bitr:ret and the Internet. An E-journal, is a full-text
delivery sysiem and differs {rom an online journal and conventional bibliographic databases available

online. It can be thought as full text e-publication which may include graphics and images.

HISTORY OF E.JOURNAL
Vannevar Bush was perhaps the first one to describe the E-joumal in 1967 , as a part of Memex
proposal. UNESCO in the same year initiated a project "to test networking computers as a means

of improving scientific communications". Its report was published in 1980 in electronic media. It is

considered as one of the earliest E-publications. New Jersey Institute of Technology published first
prototype E-joumal named CHIMO, a weekly, read-only newsletter in Ihe year 1976.

TYPES OF E-JOURNALS
There are three types of e-journals have been identified: Online, CD-ROM and networked ioumals

The online journals are available through online hosts such as ocLC, Dialog and Bibliographic
Retrieval Services (BRS), Due to high costs, these are not very likely to be part of library collections.

CD-ROM journals are usually full of text of individual or collected journals in various subjects, and are

mostly electronic versions of existing print journals. Broad subject-based CD-ROM ioumals are

marketed through a single service and may include journals from more than one publishers. e.g.

ADONIS, lEL, ABI inform, etc.

The networked e-joumals are based on mailing list software or client/server computing applications

including www. Both the electronic and online journals (except the 'online only') have printed

counterparts .

JOURNALS ON NETWORK
The following periodicals are available only on Net and there is no print equivalent.

{. Journal of Uniuersal Computer Science

* Electronics Letters online

* Neu York Journal of Mathematics

* Chicago Journal of Theoretical Computer Science

.t Electronic Journol of Dit't'erentiol equations

* Electronic Transoctions in Numerical Anolysis
.f. Electronic Journal of Combinatorics
.} Online Journal of Knowledge Synihesis and Nursing

n Current Clinicol Trials

Electronic Letters Online of the lnstitution of Electrical Engineers (UK) and all the eleven titles of IEE
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Proceedings are available over lnternet along with many other scientific electronic journals through
OCLC. The Scientisf, the bi-weekly newsletter of ISI is also available online. The number of
.iournals available 'online only' are on the increase. These are accessed through the graphical
interface.

Starting from 1996, the Institute of Physics Publishing (lOP) of USA started issuing all its 31 joumals
in both printed and online (electronic) form. SPIE (The International Society for OpticalEngineering)
produces world-class scholarly journals in the field of Optics.The Important E-Journals in this area is:

1. Optical Engineering

2. Journal of Biomedical Optics
3. Journal of Electronic Imaging

SPIE Joumals are available in print, online and CD-ROM formats. Tables of contents and abstracts
for these three journals are available in two formats.

1. [n ASCII format, via the home page for each joumals

2. ln HTML format, via AIP's Online Journals Publishing Services.

E-JOURNALS IN ARTS, SOCIAL SCIENCES AND HUMANITIES
Numerous E journals are also available in Net in Arts, Social Sciences and Humanities. Few of them
ate

* Science Quarterly
, Journal of Management lnJormation Syslems
* Psychology

* Electronic Journal of Comporatiue Law
* The Online journol of Ethics
* The journal of Multimedia History
.f. The Web journal of modern Languoge Linguistics
* Modernity
, Anthropoetics-The journal of Generatiue Anthropology
* Studies in Nonlinear Dynamics and Econometrics.

OTHER ELECTRONIC RESOURCES
The iworld www.iworld.com - an intemet resource, is an online magazine. It basically gives
Internet news. It also offers a searchable list of Internet service providers. The other similar resources
are.

CNET the computers network (www.cnet.coml - gives information about Internet and its
Technologies. It offers reviews and tips for using some of the new software products.

Web review (www.webuiew.coml - feafures articles, tutorials and demos. It also assists us in
learnir(g the latest web authoring techniques and tools - graphic design, animation, information
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architecture, audio, video, etc.

Hotwired (www.hotwired.com\ - It is yet another Internet magazine - gives information about

Internet

TRENDS OF E-JOURNAL
Some of the e-journals are published in parallel with their printed versions 3-5 weeks early,. The

instantaneous Internet journals are made available about 8-11 weeks in advance to their printed

versions. There has been a steady growth of e-journals on the internet.

The 1998 edition of Ulrich's lnternational Periodicals Directory lists more than 1,56,000 titles

of which 2,903 are on CD-ROM and8,762 are online joumals. More than 22,000 titles are having

Intemet Web pages.

GROWTH OF E.JOURNALS AND NEWSLETTER
The number of electronic joumals has increased steadily throughout the 1990s and this trend is

predicted to continue. Table-1 reveals the development of E-joumals. t

Electronic Journals 27 36 45 181 306 1093 2459

Electronic Newsletters 83 97 195 262 369 596 955

TOTAL 110 113 240 443 675 7689 3414

CONCLUSION
Several factors have been successfully pushing the conservative science publishers to accept the

transition to E-journals. Some of the influencing factors are the convenience of web for access &
browsing, the economics of Internet for delivery, the digital library revolution etc. A recent article in

"NATURE" magazine, which investigates the transition of print journals to E-journal, concludes that

a journalwithout a web version is no where.

Importance of E-journals has been reallzed by the Scientists and these E-journals are cited in their

,"in nn nr. It has also been estimated that number of references of E-journals exceeds the number

of other sources. This has created a new topic known as "WEBOMETRICS"'

I Mr. S. GoPalakrishnan
Asst.Univ. Librarian, MIT. Library
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THE CHEMISTRY OF LAUGHTER
STATE:

Laughter is in the gaseous state.

OCCURRENCE:

It can be traced to the back benches in a class room. It is also found sometimes in the stern
faces of the professors. It can occur in both free and combined state.

TYPES:

Though laughter exists in innumerable types the most important ones are the following:

te. Bumper(Ha, ha, ha)
ta Sr-ppressed Bumper(Hee, hee, heel

PREPARATION:

It can be prepared in a classroom by being attentive
and sharp to slight fluctuation in the teachers
pronunciation, or deviation from usual attire.

EQUATION:

Back bench + Iunny question -+ Laughter

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES:

)r. It is an infectious gas

)s. It is colourless and odourless
)a It tastes sweet to the person who prepares it but

may be sour to others.
)s It is always accompanied with showing of teeth.

CHEMICAL PROPERTIES:

When combined with noise, it produces scolding.

Equation:

Laughter + noise -) Scolding.

If mischievous students are added further as catalysts, the
reaction may go a step further, resulting in a product called " GET OUT".

)a When produced in abundance it produces a high temperature in teachers.

t\- aj'

rcl.-,

(dl'
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USES

?s. When boiling hot, scolding is added to a bumper and it immediately produces a

new substance called tears.

Equation:

Laughter + red hot scolding + Tears.

)s. Laughter is used in ragging
)s. It is used to conceal one's ignorance
)s. It is used to drive boredom out of the class

TEST FOR DETECTION:

This gas can be detected by noise, appearance of teeth or by mischievous facial expression.

I N V M. PREM KUMAR
nT 99242t
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Forther the diston ce of the Milky woy goes,

Greater the beouty of my dreom eyes gtows.

With every spot of look thot you give,

My soul, NerVe ond mind blinds to live.

Glances I would steol though at free of cost,
Thing interesting is thot T never exhoust.

Why these eyes f losh into my dreoms,

Amazes me ond puts me into screoms?

Spontoneous looks T get so suddenly thot,
Instontoneous illusions f lotter my mind.

Spice eyes,nice eyes sizes my beouty smoll,

But wise mind ond foir intelligence mokes me reolly strong.
Outwordly, f moy be o person of books,

But inword[, f suffer porodoxicol looks.

f'm totolly amazed ot this incredible creotion

For f just don't understond whot I'm with it in relotion.

But one thing - The sun moy fail to rise or the
Earth moy stop its sPin

But f'll olwoys love these eyes

My fncomprehensible Eyes
With Love...
NVM. PREI^KUAAAR. (r 11992421)
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ft is often debated that highest form of a human life is the one which cares for others &
lhelps them. If everyone lives for the welfare of others, life in this planet will be wonderful.

Education becomes meaningless if one is not able to understand the sufferings of others &
come forward to help them.

Therefore students who are going to be the higher shata of society should be trained to help
others. They should be exposed to the different kinds of sufferings our brothers are
undergoing.

Social service gives this training.

Social services makes you to become more human.

It makes you feel elevated.

It makes Engineers produce gadgets to relieve the humans from drudgery.

It helps you to device gadgets to upgrade the quality of life.

It helps people to work together.

Man is different from animals because of cultural activities. Dance, Drama, Music &
Speeches are essential for a Man,/Women to become full human beings.

They make your glands to produce good
chemicals

They make your body cells to stop growing
old

They make you to generate enzymes which
do good to your cells

Then why not you participate in them
why not you witness them, hear them &
enjoy them

f Dr. S. RENGANATHAN

They make you to relax

They make your mind to rejuvenate

They make you to forget your worries

They make you to laugh

They make you to feel happy

They make you to relish the life

They drive you to your normal natural state

They make your organs to relax
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"Glearulinoss u nest to ipodlinoss"
\ f, /nen you enter a clean and neat Classroom, you feel different and you get set into a
V V higher group levelmood. Feeling of cleanliness & neatness makes you to switch from

ordinary common man mood to educated and privileged group mood which is conducive to
concentration. Your attitude towards the teacher, the class room, the lessons is set to a
learning type.

When you are in a neat environment, you feel healthy physically & mentally. The irritation
one get when he/she sees a shabby & lousy things disappears. The mind becomes calm and
receptive.

When you are in a clean environment you inhale clean air, with no bacteria, gerrns, flies &
mosquitoes. You become healthy & feel hgalthy.

A clean and modern class room, welldressed & fully prepared teacher, clean podium, table
and glass boards & with Audio visual facilities make the sfudents feelelevated & sophisticated
& drives them to learning kind of mind set.

Then if the well prepared teacher teaches well, gives good points, explains clearly, the
learning takes place.

fi U tne millennium talks are logically an unnatural demarcation of time. It is not significant
.{1in any way in terms of life, in terms of eternity. But in terms of man, fixing some knd
of a time slot to revisit his vision:

India had one millennium downfall. About 1000 years ago Mohammed Ghazni entered
the subcontinent & started destroying Shiva temples and Indian Culfure. From then on it has
been a downfalldue to invasions after invasions and slavery in so many ways.

The only place where success comes before work is dictionary.

I DT. S. RENGANATHAN
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I eading companies, around
l-tf,e globe have acquired a tool
known as 'Six Sigma' to meet the
competition of the third
millenium. This is used to
improve the quality of the
products, quality of Engineering
processes, quality of sales and
services, quality of Manufacturing.
This tool was developed by Motorola in 1980 and adopted by General Electric - Foxboro,
Eastman Kodak, Ford & Texas. The use of Six Sigma tool is increasing day by day. This
tool enables the company to get it right not after few trials but at the first attempt.

o is the standard deviation. In one sigma, we know the probability of the reading is 50%

In 4 o the probability is 99%
In 6 o the probability is 99.9o/o

This means if we improve the 4 o variation, it means -

In a '*1eek, 7 hogrs, there willbe no electricity.
In 106 parts, 104 parts willbe defective.
In a 6 o process - in a million parts 3.4 parts only will be defective -

I

SIGMA TOLERANCE DEFECTS IN MILLION PARTS

308537
66807
62tO
233
3.4

100 ppm defect means
2 planes crash at Chicago Airport - each week
2200 cheques are deducted from the wrong Account in every hour.

Phases in Six Sigma Companies:

Define
Measure
Analyse
Improve
Control

0 Phase
1 Phase
2 Phase
3 Phase
4 Phase
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Therefore measurement is the starting phase. Therefore measurement is very very important.

For adopting such a too[, the logic followed for framing the rules are -

"We don't know whot we don't know
It' we don't houe data, we won't know
lf we don't know, we can't control it'
If we con't control it, we are mercy of chance
To get dota, we must meosure"

Se measurement is critical. Measurement is the basis for all improvements

As a matter of fact, the index of civilization of a society is gauged by the number of
measurements they make. Now people talk about intelligent measurement. Today we are in
era oi information technology. The volume of information one has to handle is very huge.

To make sense out of it, is very and difficult and critical examination is needed. Unless you

make the sensors intelligent, transmitters intelligent, life is going to be very tough.

What is this intelligence , we are talking about?

The device should collect the data, process it, analyse it and take only the relevant ones and

passes onto the next stage.

Therelore, it should have sensors P chip with certain memory, some built-in programmes,

some circuit, self diagnostic capability, some software. A measurement system should have

intelligence to on only what we are looking for from the multitude of data & signals attacking

the measuring device.

Similarly, an intelligent control, should be capable of measuring what is relevant, process

them, slnse the requirements, sense environment and adopt itself and control it. It should

also know if the measurement system has undergone any change. Intelligent control systems

are very much needed in space program, for controlled flight into the terrain.

on 23d September 1999, the Mars Probe namely the Mars climate observer marched off

the cliff und *u, destroyed. This was controlled by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory of the

California lnstitute of Technology on behalf of NASA, USA. Two measurement systems

were made in the Mars Probe. It used Momentum wheels for fine positioning control. The

intelligent controller was given a wrong data to calculate the thrust, which had caused the

failure of the Probe in landing on the Mars. Therefore the amount of intelligence in any

system is depending totally on the quality of human input that has gone into it'

Intelligent controllers are very important in space programmes.

I DT. S. RENGANATHAN
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YOURS IS A GREATIVE PROFESSION

WIS JI " I11,," lni i',"""-:'..:; I :
themselves and the organization? A few
thoughts.

Get out of the cubicle - See the rest of
the world. Find out what your
colleagues are doing and get
involved by asking the right
questions - the what, why,
when, who how and where
Find out what's going on in
those other cubicles. We
used to callthis getting into
other people's sandboxes
You may just find out how,
what you're working on, fits
into the total picture.

Become proactive - Look beyond the
present. Imagination, thinking of what could
be, drives engineering. It's exciting to
discuss future possibilities. But imagination
must be followed by action, and action
requires knowledge, discipline, and really
hard work. Eight to five doesn't cut it.

Find the opportunities - Engineering is
about ideas, concepts, invention,
innovation, and more. It's also about
enterpreneurship. It's a creative profession.
It's about effectiveness, efficiency, and the
economic use of resources. It's about being
the contributing maverick. It's not a routine
nine to five job.

Take risks - Dealing with the new and
novel involves both financial and personal
risk. The financial risk can be easily
reconciled. Disregarding some

organizational time-honored practices
presents personal risk. There's a time to
take a position even though it may create
tension. It's your future.

Every engineering manager and engineer
may not accept these thoughts but if you

keep thinking today what you thought
yesterday, don't expect different

results. There are no magic
answers, no recipes, and no

prescriptions in a dynamic
global economy. Make the
time an.d see what your
colleagues are doing. You

just might change your
perspective.

Adapted t'rom IEEE, Engineering
Management Society.

- Dr. S. RENGANATHAN
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1. Perfection is one of the worst things to be saddled with and very hard to change.

2. Success has come to those who have learnt to look beyond the deficiencies in the
people around them and by tapping their potential instead, through motivation and
counselling.

3. The perfectionism that you are laying on yourself is like an intemal mental "program"
that controls what you do. Change the program and you will change your life. Start
NOW! If you do not rescue yourself ,you willonly be subjected to unnecessary frustration
and abject misery.

4. "The only thing that doesn't change is change itself".

5. Life is a continuous process of evolution. The world around us has always been in a
state of non-stop metamorphosis.

6. In this current era of global competition and macro-economics, the Darwinian theory of
"Survival of the fittest" is relevant for both organisms and organizations.

7. REAL LEARNING REQUIRES US TO CONTRADICT ON SOME OF OUR
STRONGEST BELIEFS

8. Motivation means - to give incentive to motivate - to give focus or impetus to a p erlormer
and conversely, "lncentive - a motivating influence". Motivation is mostly about simply
being positive, giving encouragement and o{fering constructive advice.

9 . What exactly is a Team Meeting? What are the parameters?

a. There is a pre-set written down agenda for each meeting usually by the Personal
Assistant to the CMD (Chief and Managing Director).

b. The statements of the team members are put down for record by the recorder / PA
/ Writer.

c. There is an ef{ort to clarify group, team and organizational objectives.

d. The Meeting must have a timelimit, in order to make it effective and focussed.

10. Time management is not a "System". Time is part of the real world, and it cannot be
learnt within the closed confines of a class room.

11. The heart always wants more. Even when the mind says softly, No idea, that's enough!
If human beings were to be ruled always by their minds, then perhaps, passion would
not find a place anywhere in out lives. Thank providence, it's not always so! Despite
our veneer of sophistication, we, humans are basically creatures of passion. Many
creative fields of human endeavour would die out if passion did not exist. Advertising is
one such field which is driven, steered and accelerated by human passion.

- Or. S. RENGANATHAN
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rfloday's lifestyles are largely dilferent from the lifestyles of last decades. The lifestyle

I of a modem man is busy, fast and tedious. It is a lile filled with tensions, problems

and a number of other issues. These tensions lead to frustration, violence and depression.

In tum, man is push€d to find places where he can find peace. Some tum to drink. Some

tum to drugs. However, these are not conect methods of getting peace' The only

correct method to get peace is through meditation. But remember that meditation is

harmless and higher level of getting peace.

The general thought among everybody is that meditation is fit for people who are

60 years old, which is a very wrong idea. If a person wants to lead a normal life, then

meditation should be a part.

Meditation does not mean "the terrible penance" done by sages of olden times'

Even if one sits down peacefully for five minutes, that should relax one's mind - this is also

meditation.

Youngsters should not feel that meditation is a waste of time, which is not true.

Even Westerners (whom we have tried desperately to copy all these years) are coming to
India to leam to meditate. Meditation clears a person's mind by reducing tensions, which

in fum results in his making better decisions about various things. It even improves the

environment.

Habits acquired in younger days stay lifelong. Youngsters should start meditating,

early, which will help them to ensure a better tomorrow for themselves, and a better

world.

NEED FOR ENGLISH

Droficiency in English is an essential pre-

F requisite for those seeking a placement

in the booming information technology
industry. Children hence ought to be

encouraged to familiarize themselves with as

many languages as possible, particularly in
English, if they have to survive in today's
world.

NEED FOR ENGLISH

Dr.R.A. Mashelkar, Director General
of the council for Scientific and Industrial
Research said, "By the year 2015 nearly 15
percent of the population will be less than
15 years old. This will make India a nation
with a large percentage of younger generation

in the world. As we grow younger the other
nations are aging".

Dr. S. Renganathan
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USE OF ONFOAMATION PROFESSORS
The need to capitalize on the

information freely available for further
research is the call of the day. For instance,
the complete genome is available for the
tuberculosis causing bacteria. Utilizing this
information to make available a therapy to
cure the disease in just two weeks instead 9f
the presently needed six months to get part
of the genome.

UHNI UilIUCNsfl SHOUI.I' I'O

Universities must inculcate in students
the quality of compassion. Ultimately, what
matters in education is tolerance, good
temper and sympathy.

Society and the nation expect a lot
from teachers. They are the builders of the
future of a nation. They have the
responsibility of moulding and motivating the
students, according to the requirements of
societ5r and the nation. Teachers who are
by themselves leaders can only make their
students, leaders in the future. Teachers are
the role model for his ,,/her students. Beyond
the personal qualifications, professional
experiences and the qualities of leadership,
the work of the teachers demands that they
be competent in seltdirection, possess
patience and perseverance. They should be
inquisitive and adaptive.

Dr. S. Renganathan

gdrNvERst[f9frN
"The language one speaks reveals whether one is refined or rough".

How to find the day for a particular date?

Total Year + number of 4's in (Year-l) + number of 400's in (Year-
1) + Julian day - number of 100's in (Year-l)

Julian day : Number of days starting from January 1't to your date.

If remainder of (totalA) : 1+ Sunday, 2 + Monday,3 9 Tuesday, 4 + Wednesday,
5 + Thursday, 6 + Friday, 0 a Saturday

31+29+31+30 +31+ 23= 17 5
1980+lnteger o{(1979/4) + integer of(1979/400)+ 175-
Integer of (1979/100\
1980 + 94+ 4+ 17 5-79 = 2653-L9 = 2634
2 (i.e. Monday - Required day)Remainder of 2634/7

P. Muruganandam, III AT 971611
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For Example:

Let the date be 23-06-1980
Julian day
Today
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Hi Guys!

Just enjoy this... If you find yourself anything in common with the Husband
below, I pity your wife or would - be.

Nhy net)eb axdlbv a ioltwdbe T.n6ineer?
Husband (Returning late from work): Hi dear I'm now logged in

wAe
Husband
Wife
Husband
Wife

Husband
Wife

Husband
Wife
Husband
Wife
Husband
Wife
Husband
Wife
Husband
Wife

Husband
Wife
Husband
Wife
Husband
Wife
Husband
Wife
Husband

Have you brought the grocery?

Bad command or file name

But I told you in the morning

Erroneous syntax, Abort, retry, Cancei?

What about my new TV?

Variable not found

At least give me your credit card. I need to do some
shopping

Sharing violation. Access denied

It was a great mistake. I married an idiot like you

Data type mismatch

You are useless

By default

What about your salary?

File in use. Try after some time

Who was in your car this morning?

System is unstable. Press ALT+CTRL+DEL to reboot

Are you going to have some wine?

File system full

What's going on between you and your

Only user with WRITE permission

What's my value in this home?

Unknown Virus

Do you love me or your computer or just being

Too many parameters

I think I'll call the doctor

ESC

That's the reason why many girls are opting for lT guys !!!

o
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d6KES - N6fEFISO
There is a link between Tamil

uflrtrenry orwq :

orn$Geu unu6 :

LoEugrqLb :

oliro o."1g uniGt&onrloir :

Geucozu&onuoir :

ngLonrtr :

ooo$l soireuurnuflryrir :

96 eoa$lu9otr rourfl :

s6un6D :

oong1619 eounot :

roeuGpdlar$$lgfipnoir :

565U650n 6U6U5D5',U6dT

g4eooosir 6rirou$loi:roo

E 5ufuglsg E6u5u5u6n

uig&orr n uireuwLon

S1q6 Glp6nq6

Ozurun

rr$n $&adr

g4$p 7 pnL-arh

24 ooufl Gprrb

g5 95 96
grpoil orfluneop

Films and Computer Industry

Green Card

Rejected HlB Visa

Apply again

Desi body Shopper

_ Programmer

Project Manager

TCS Employee

TCS Employee's Resume

TCS Bond

Breaking TCS Bond

Assembly programmer

Bench Period

Bill Gates

Jumping {rom Company to
Company

Company paying full salary in
bench

IBM aa Clint Server aa

Microsoftum IBMum

Bodyshopper

Asking for increment

Time period between getting
H1B Paper & Landing in US

Waiting Period in US
Embassy for stamping

First day in Client's Place

What u get when u get back
from US

Projectae Vaa

IWLLWN HER

A handsome man

Athacts a woman

An intelligent man

lnterests her

A humorous man

Amuses her

An attentive man

Flatters her

A generous man

Pleases her

An honest man

Surprises her

TheTHOUGHTFULMAN
WINS HER

C. Karthikeyan
II IT 982313

gqotrGu eun
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BEFOBE IT IS TOO IATE

Before it is too late

ll you have a tender message

0r a loving word to say

Do not wait till you Iorget it

But whisper it today:

The tender word unspoken

The letter never sent

The long lorgotten messages

The wealth of love unspent

For those some hearts are breaking

For those some loved ones wait

To show them that you care for lhem

Before it is too late

J.Mahesh, lll PT 971521
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When I didn't know how to stand

All I could do was fall
My mother hetd my tiny little hand

And then I felt taII.......

Future was looking bleak
But ambitions too many

I admired Abdul Kalam
& longed to become a great person

Then MIT with its Generous hand
Held my struggling little hand

And Promised I wouldn't ever fail...

It taught me not just to read & play
But how to see wrong from right

And about friendship & relationship.

As the potter who does the magical act
of transforming inert clay,

Into numerous images.

MIT with its strong principle,
Groomed my young mind

Into an energetic & vibrant one

Future has a pleasant look
The sun shinning bright

And soon we birds would fly out of nest
to feed OUR MOTHER INDIA

As per our motto "lN THE SERVICE OF
INDIA"

Oh! MIT, what would we all be
Ii not for you. . .

S. Ramakrishnan
IV RT 977601
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The nascent rays of the sun

May break beyond the window panel

Just to grace me.

but not the sound of alarm

cross the thin sheath separating reality

and my dreams

music from an enchanted instrument.

no! its her voice,

the girl and her mystical smile

woke me up, just to face the harsh reality.

time left, is just enough to brush, dress

and guess what is the menu in the mess

five minutes past the expected time

black board, benches and my buddies around

my aged tutor at his best, but still

music from an enchanted instrument

no! its her voice.

BREAK! tea in my hand

canteen and friends around.

music from the enchanted instrument.

harsh reality

she is taking with her beloved onel

,.F
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Budding
Singers giving out

their best ot
Sivoronioni

lf you hove o good
eor for music, you

must love them
ploying it (?!?!)

Believe it
or not,

the Twisters hod
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guys.
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Getting Women's
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An MlTion
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success.

A
young scientist
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With Best Complimenls From:

Swft MaiI
Communications Ltd

National lnternet Service Providers,

Fax-Store-And-Forward Service and. 
Network Solutions

4t Century Plaza, 560'562 Mount Rd., Chennai ' 600 018.

Tel: 91 tl4 434 9361 / 9092, Fax: 91 44 434 3393,

Email: ravi@swif t-onlilne.com

lYitlr Besl Complimenls From:

$ dv$

$
No. 12, Ground Floor, Parsan Manere, 602, Anna Salai,

Chennai -600 006.

Ph.: 825 1167,823 2378 Fax: 827 9665

Res.: 499 4226

MADRAS ItrISIEUTEIF IIGHNOTOGY 8t

BRANCH AT I

New Delhi, Mumbai, Cahutta, Bangalore, Ahmedabad,

Tiruppur, Jaipur and Vizag.

S. Chandro Bose
Proprietor
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A. Qajasekar

sRl 5Al
COMPUTER CEilTRE

326, Koonnur High Road, Ayanavaram, Chennai -23

Branch

13, Medavakkam Tank Road, Ramalingapuram, Chennai - 12

Ph. : 644 1931,645 2983 Fax: 6447056 Res.: 644 1241 Mobile: 9840027707
Email : aumsai@giasmd0l.vsnl.net.in / a-rajasekar@hotmail.com

HINDUSTAN MOT[)RS TIMITED
EARTIIMOYING EQUIPMENT DIVISION

Manufacturers of

Dumpers, Loaders, Crawler Tractors, Exacavators and Backhole Loaders

City Office : 68 ,GST Road, ST. Thg-mas Mount, Chennai - 600 Q16

Regd. Office : 9/1 R N Mukherj8e Road, Calcutta - 700 001.

(Ditl, B"dt Compli-enta Aro,o-

HINDUSTAN

WORKS

PO MELNALLATUR (Tiruvallur)
TAMIL NADU 602 OO4

IMADRAS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOTllGY -,.,,.1
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Rush lo your neorest Aptech centre todoy!

MiMt @

Aptech is Microsoft's lnternel Soll"nion partner

dhink quick.
-{hink Aptech.

'AI r€led.enke\ '_Al seled cenk6 Credl or rhe sole dascr.tion o{ G[ countrywrde
Conditions opply. No prcessrng lec.
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The IT Menu for your

Informatics-adestinationforthemostrewardinglTeducation. offeringyouawiderangeofcourses,designedtobuiltyou
into globally competent professionals. Today, thi Informatics group operates 245 IT training and education centres across

27 ciuntriei world-wide. In India now comls out with promising career based programs to make you one among the most

wanted list inthe ITIndustY,

,€iiailim.
d*nhanced with CSIP

IMicrosoftf-dilf'ilttl

E4omm€rce involvcs the convergence of
severrl rrdicsl and mature tcchnologies to
cnablc businesr over web. d
MCSE are qualilicd to cffectively plan,

llllfl"$,ifl$ilfl1tr.,ffi,it'"S:l# IMrrosofttr*l*lall
and MS Backofficc intograted family of scrver s"n*loiffioo---*-
software.

Java's break through technology allowr
building applications that can bc cxecutcd

acror.s multiple Opcrating Syrtem.

MCSD ue qualified to design and dwclop
custom busircss solutions with Microsoft
development toolc, technologies and platforms,
including MS4fficc md MS Backofiicc.g!fi Lmt frrdrrcar------'

Othcr Ioformaticr Certilicd Coursc!:

ICCp - Informatics Certified COM Professional ICSD 'lnformatics Certificd Softwore Developcr

ICWP - Informatics Certificd WEB Professional ICDP - lnformatics Certified Databosc Profcssional

Centre of Excellence:

AC-16, RBF Nidhi Building, 2nd Avcnuc, Annr tr.glr'
Chennai - 600 0{0.'A 620 2O4d I 45 c-mril: informrtics-angr@eth.nct

L,,rWorld
Managers

INFORMATICS

tMI,
s#
*IAf,UTI

Dealers :

Maruti Cars, LML Scooters
Rajappa Nagar, Thanjavur - 613 007.

Phone : 04362-35380 t 70380 Fax : 04362-32013
E-mail. : psmotcom@tr.dot.net.in

psmotcom@satyam.net.in

Dealers :

LML Scooters
144, Greams Road, Chennai 600 006
Phone: 8295854. Fax: 044-g295992

E-mail : pamco@md4.vsnl.net.in

lT Monarerc don, t lwppern We tmale ttwnt,

success.

f

Pillai & Sons Motor Go ny


